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Spatio-Temporal Capsule-Based Reinforcement
Learning for Mobility-on-Demand Coordination
Suining He , Member, IEEE and Kang G. Shin , Life Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—As an alternative means of convenient and smart transportation, mobility-on-demand (MOD), typified by online ride-sharing
and connected taxicabs, has been rapidly growing and spreading worldwide. The large volume of complex traffic and the uncertainty of
market supplies/demands have made it essential for many MOD service providers to proactively dispatch vehicles towards ride-seekers.
To meet this need effectively, we propose STRide, an MOD coordination learning mechanism reinforced spatio-temporally with
capsules. We formalize the adaptive coordination of vehicles into a reinforcement learning framework. STRide incorporates spatial and
temporal distributions of supplies (vehicles) and demands (ride requests), customers’ preferences and other external factors. A novel
spatio-temporal capsule neural network is designed to predict the provider’s rewards based on MOD network states, vehicles and their
dispatch actions. This way, the MOD platform adapts itself to the supply-demand dynamics with the best potential rewards. We have
conducted extensive data analytics and experimental evaluation with five large-scale datasets (27 million rides from Uber, NYC/
Chicago Taxis, Didi and Car2Go). STRide is shown to outperform state-of-the-arts, substantially reducing request-rejection rate and
passenger waiting time, and also increasing the service provider’s profits.
Index Terms—Mobility-on-demand, ride-sharing platform, human and vehicle mobility, coordination, smart transportation, reinforcement
learning, spatio-temporal capsule network, smart city
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INTRODUCTION

urbanization and rising population have
led to a rapid growth of vehicle fleet size, making it
essential to tackle traffic congestion and air pollution problems. By integrating online information of traffic demands
and supplies, transit network operation and communication,
cooperative mobility-on-demand (MOD) systems, such as
Uber, Lyft, Didi and connected taxicabs, have created unprecedented transportation alternatives. With an estimated
compound annual growth rate of 19.81 percent since 2017,
the value of global MOD market is expected to grow to
USD$276 billion by 2025 [1].
Given its significant economic and social values, we
must coordinate the MOD operations, i.e., dispatching
(matching) supplies—available vehicles/drivers—towards
(with) demands—passengers/requesters/riders. A coordination policy/strategy usually uses current observations to
determine where and when to relocate vehicles for maximization of MOD service providers’ profit and satisfaction of
riders’ desire/requirement. During each phase of coordination, the idle/vacant MOD vehicles are dispatched towards
different service zones (discretization of a city map), and
matched with their nearest requesters. The resultant rides
“connect” the zones and thus form an MOD network.
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However, increasingly complex urban traffic networks
and mis-coordination of demand-supply dynamics often
under/over-serve many service zones, thus degrading the
providers’ profitability, service quality, passenger satisfaction and drivers’ enthusiasm. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the
problem is particularly severe during rush hours when people travel in similar directions between their home and work
or recreational/commercial zone. A survey of ride-hailing
customers in China [2] has shown that 81.7 percent of the
respondents experience more difficulties in hailing vehicles
in 2017 than in 2016, including up to 129.2 percent longer
waiting times. In 2019, Uber drivers in Seattle, Washington
report there were days they could spend up to 16 hours on
call in order to get a few passengers [3]. Despite numerous
efforts and enormous historical ride-data available, designing an MOD coordination mechanism remains to be difficult
for the following reasons.
First, due to urbanization and MOD market expansion,
the static coordination based on old data in some zones cannot be applied and scaled throughout the dynamicallychanging MOD network, thus calling for a new adaptive
mechanism. Second, coordinating complex MOD supplies
and demands exhibits sequential and long-term effects. A
single vehicle dispatching action may introduce profound
consequences to the environment and other vehicles, that
cannot be easily foreseen by a heuristic coordination mechanism. Third, there usually exists multi-level periodicity within
traffic routines, commute patterns, annual festival events,
and ride preferences. The weather can also affect the ride
requests, which, for example, will surge during rainy hours.
Without comprehensive modeling of these factors, the conventional coordination methods cannot easily and accurately
capture the repeating patterns.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of MOD demand and supply. For example, on a weekday morning there are more residence-to-work commutes while a weekend night meets travels back to residence, leading to demand-supply
imbalance at origins/destinations.

We meet these challenges by proposing STRide, deep reinforcement learning (RL) based on spatio-temporal capsules for
coordinating the MOD network. Specifically, we design an RL
framework with a data-driven emulator, adjusting the coordination policy with an online self-adapting mechanism. A state
in this RL represents the spatial MOD demand, supply and
external temporal factors, and each action there represents the
zones to which vehicles can be relocated. The multi-objective
reward function characterizes the platform profitability, cost
and service coverage, whose long-term values are maximized
by STRide. The framework also takes into account the contextual scopes of vehicles and travel time estimation to emulate a
fine-grained learning environment.
Since it is difficult to specify the long-term coordination
effects on future demands and supplies, we design a novel
capsule-based neural network to comprehensively learn the
relationship between observed states, coordination actions
and potential rewards. Conventional scalar-based machine
learning models like CNNs (convolutional neural networks) [4] communicate simply between two linked neurons
of consecutive layers with scalars. Different from them, capsules, as structured groups of neurons [5] correlating the
reward distributions, outperforms the conventional scalarbased neural networks by capturing the complex co-occurrence patterns of rewards at different zones of the city. A link
between two consecutive capsules is represented by a vector,
and such vectorized representation is propagated between
layers. Ride patterns, including spatial co-existence of multiple demand surges during rush hours or rainy days, are
hence captured. Using capsules, STRide foresees an upcoming demand–supply imbalance and proactively provides
learned decisions, achieving fine-grained coordination. It
incorporates the spatial demand-supply dynamics, temporal
external influence factors and ride preferences to capture the
complex periodicity in MOD ride demands. The optimized
coordination policy is stored in the capsule network for efficient online use by service providers.
To summarize, this paper makes the following three
major contributions:


Comprehensive Learning Framework for Proactive & Efficient MOD Coordination: We have formalized the
dynamic vehicle dispatching and rides matching into
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a spatio-temporal RL framework. STRide accounts
for spatial and temporal distributions of supplies and
demands, ride preferences and other external factors.
Using contextual scope processing and the learned
Q-network, STRide dispatches each participating
vehicle effectively and efficiently.
 Spatio-Temporal Capsule-based Policy Learning: Within the
RL framework, we integrate a novel spatio-temporal
capsule neural network, accurately and efficiently
mapping the observed MOD network states, vehicles
and dispatch actions to the provider’s rewards. This
way, STRide finds the spatio-temporally adaptive
coordination policy with the best platform profitability, service quality, passenger satisfaction and driver
incentivization.
 Extensive Data-driven Model Analytics & Evaluation:
Based on the above platform and framework, we
have conducted large-scale data analytics (a total of
27,612,831 rides) and comprehensive experimental
evaluation of STRide. Our results based on the data
sets of Uber/Yellow Taxis in New York City, Didi
in Chengdu, China, Car2Go in Turin, Italy, Taxis in
Chicago show STRide to outperform other state-ofthe-arts, lowering request rejection rate, and passenger waiting time, and also enhancing the platform’s
profits.
STRide focuses on spatio-temporal configuration design
(prototyped with double deep Q-network [6] or double
DQN), but it can be integrated with other emerging RL models [7], [8], [9] for more advanced applications. Despite our
prototyped scope upon classical services like ride-sharing or
connected taxicabs, the spatio-temporal model can be easily
extended to vehicle dispatching/allocation in many emerging connected transportation and smart city problems [10],
including autonomous ride-sharing [11], rental car service
(like Enterprise Rent-A-Car and Zipcar), bus dispatching,
bike station reconfiguration [12], and charging dock deployment [13] for electric vehicles.
An earlier and shorter version of this work can be found
in [14]. Besides more elaboration on the core and implementation of STRide (Section 4) and discussions on practical
deployment (Section 6), this version expands and improves
it significantly in the following three perspectives:
1)

More comprehensive data-driven studies on traffic
flows and rider preferences based on the MOD ride
data in Sections 2 and 3 (including Section 3.2);
2) More design analysis studies (including model/setting variations) and performance comparison with
many other state-of-the-arts in addition to the preliminary results reported in [14] (Section 5).
3) More extensive and detailed experimental studies
(additional MOD datasets from Car2Go in Turin and
taxis in Chicago) (Sections 3.1 & 5).
The rest of our paper is organized as follows. We first state
the problem and describe the system in Section 2. Section 3
then presents STRide with a learning emulator, followed
by the core algorithm in Section 4. We present the experimental evaluation in Section 5, and discuss its deployment in
Section 6. We later review the related work in Section 7, and
finally conclude the paper in Section 8.
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TABLE 1
Major Symbols in STRide Formulation
Notations

Definitions

R, K
k, m, M ðkÞ
S ðkÞ
Um
QðkÞ
m

Numbers of zones and time intervals
Index of learning step, index and number of vehicles
Observation at time interval k
Dispatch action space for vehicle vm
Long-term values of remaining steps for vehicle m

t ðkÞ
m ,p
g
HðkÞ
PmðkÞ
vði; jÞ, Gði; jÞ
FmðkÞ
fij
oj ðÞ
ej
qjji
uij

vm ’s reward value at step k and the policy
Weight parameter on temporal proximity
A transition sample of consecutive states at k
Earning score of vm at interval k
Ride preference metric & relocation travel time of zi & zj
Relocation cost related to dispatching & idle driving time
Coupling coefficient between capsules i and j
Squashing function at the capsule j
Input to capsule j as the weighted average by fij
Propagated prediction vector from capsules i to j
Logarithm prior probabilities in the routing iteration

2

PROBLEM FORMULATION & SYSTEM OVERVIEW

We first present the preliminary concepts of STRide in
Section 2.1, and then the problem formulation in Section 2.2,
followed by the proposed framework in Section 2.3. We summarize the important symbols used in STRide in Table 1.

2.1 Preliminaries
Zones, Rides & MOD Network. A large-area city map is discretized into R zones, Z ¼ fz1 ; . . . ; zR g, while balancing
between coordination granularity and computation efficiency. The shape and size of a zone can be subject to the performance goal and platform customization. We discretize
the entire map into Llon  Llat rectangular “zones”, the shape
of each of which may be altered to reflect the existence of
buildings, rivers, roads, etc.
Let Tði; jÞ be the set of directed MOD rides from zi to zj ,
and T ¼ fTði; jÞ; i; j ¼ 1; . . . ; zR g. The MOD network is
then a directed graph GðZ; TÞ and formed by the end-to-end
(e2e) MOD rides T across R different zones. The thusformed GðZ; TÞ serves as the environment of our coordination learning.
Discretization of Time Domain. The data structure for
STRide’s training is prepared by following the practice in
RL framework [15] and slicing ride records T (sorted by their
pick-up timestamps) into Nepi identical non-overlapping
chunks. Each chunk, or episode, is a time period within a day,
during which the MOD platform maximizes the financial

Fig. 2. Spatial distribution & heatmap frame of pick-ups.

Fig. 3. Temporal distributions & weather conditions of a week.

returns. Simiarly to the map discretization, the time domain
of each trip chunk is discretized into Nstep equal intervals
(30 min each in our prototype). Each interval k 2 f1; . . . ; Kg
ðkÞ
corresponds to a learning step. For each zi in a step k, let Di
be the number of aggregated pick-ups (requests).
Vehicles. Considering the connectivity of the MOD network, the service provider monitors the status of M ðkÞ participatingvehicles in step k. Each of these vehicles, denoted as vm
(m 2 1; . . . ; M ðkÞ ), contains its unique identifier, the current
location (longitude and latitude loc; zone zi ), availability
(vacant or not), and destination of ride/dispatch, if any. Each
vehicle is in one of the following 4 states: dispatching (relocating to another zone for potential pick-ups), matching (heading
to the pick-up location after accept), occupied (between pickup and drop-off), and vacant (staying in the same zone after
“dispatching” or “occupied” is over). Besides, each vm is associated with estimated time of arrival, ETAm .

2.2 Problem Formulation
Spatio-Temporal Features. Fig. 2 show the spatial (aggregated
rides from 00:00 to 12:00 on May 31, 2016; the warmer colors
indicate more pick-ups) of MOD rides (pick-ups/drop-offs)
in the NYC Taxi dataset. Fig. 3 shows (a) the temporal distributions per 30 min of a day and (b) the daily proportion of
different weather conditions, both of which correspond to
the same week in May 2016. Most rides are shown to take
place during the rush hours around Manhattan and locations of recreation/interests like casinos and airports. We
also observe the complex multi-level periodicity (hourly,
daily and weekly) in the rides requested and served. Different weather conditions may further alter and add complexity to the ride periodicity. Fig. 4 further visualizes the
variations (in terms of totals and standard deviations) of
trips per day. Clearly, weekdays generally experience more
daily variations compared with weekends. Such spatial and
temporal dynamics call for the need of more comprehensive
learning of coordination.
Coordination Problem. Given the above spatial and temporal discretization and observations, we would like to proactively decide on where and when each available vehicle
should be coordinated to serve ride requests so as to maximize the service provider’s profitability and passenger-perceived service quality.
This problem is characterized with five major components fS
S ; U ; t; p; Qg:
a) State S : We assume that an MOD network or environment is coordinated by a web-based/online coordination
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Fig. 4. Standard deviations of pick-ups/drop-offs per day.

center, or an agent, connecting a large group of spatially-distributed vehicles and passengers with mobile apps. The
state space S ðkÞ that the agent observed at the learning step
k consists of:
MOD vehicles V: the 2-D (an Llon  Llat matrix) distribution of all vehicles vm ’s. From V, we derive the 2-D
distribution of vacant/available vehicles, denoted as
A. Both V and A capture the participating vehicles.
 Departures/demands/pick-ups D: the 2-D location distribution (Llon  Llat ) of requests or departures of
passengers.
 External factors E: Since the different events (e.g., holidays or not), meteorological metrics (e.g., wind speed)
and weather conditions (e.g., rainy or snowy) affect
the demand/supply [16] as well as the resultant coordination performance, we form them into an Lext -D
vector as the additional hints for model training.
We model distributions of D, A and V into frames of
heatmaps (each is an Llon  Llat matrix; warmer colors indicate
more passenger requests or vehicles) such that they can be
processed by our spatio-temporal learning algorithm as
input features. At each step k, we find the comprehensive
state or observation S ðkÞ as the important spatial features
characterizing the MOD environment, i.e.,


S ðkÞ



¼ DðkÞ ; AðkÞ ; VðkÞ ; EðkÞ :

(1)

b) Action U : An action is a solution to a coordination
problem. The action space U m for each vehicle vm is defined
as a set of discrete transits to any of its neighboring rectangle zones, plus staying where it is. Let L be the number of
neighboring zones that a vehicle can relocate to (L  R). For
each vm , we consider U m of size ðL þ 1Þ is centered at her/
his current zone, and dml represents a destination zone l relative to the current center. Then, the dispatch action space
for vm is
U m ¼ fdm0 ; dm1 ; . . . ; dml ; . . . ; dmL g;

(2)

where dm0 represents the action of staying where it resides.
c) Reward t: Given the settings of states S and actions U ,
each of M ðkÞ available vehicles dispatched by the agent,
arrives at the next state, and is returned with a value of
immediate reward, i.e., S  U  S ! R (t 2 R).
Specifically, each vehicle (driver) m at learning step k is
ðkÞ
associated with an instant reward function value t ðkÞ
m . tm
takes into account the platform revenues and coordination
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cost (often subsidized by MOD service providers [17]), such
that maximizing individual rewards can also maximize the
platform profitability (Section 3.2). Driver incentivization
[18], [19] and passenger satisfaction are also figured in the
fine-grained multi-objective formulation.
d) Policy p & Long-term Value Q: Intuitively, the MOD
coordination actions have long-term effects upon the vehicle
distributions. STRide aims at maximizing the expected
reward in each episode, and mitigating the demand-supply
imbalance. In other words, a zone with long-term oversupply would be considered less worthy (lower value) for a
vehicle to relocate to, while an under-served one counts
(higher value) due to more pick-up/earning opportunities.
From the platform’s perspectives, this coordination policy,
as a joint mapping function, not only predicts future
demand-supply gaps based on current market status, but
also yields the highest reward by relocating vacant vehicles.
Specifically, at each step k, we find the subsequent cumulative returns based on a certain policy of coordination
S  U ! p, with a weight parameter g 2 ð0; 1Þ that differentiates rewards in terms of temporal proximity. For each vm ,
at step k STRide expects the long-term values in the remaining steps of the episode as
ðkÞ
ðkþ1Þ
þ    þ g Kk t ðKÞ
QðkÞ
m ¼
m ¼ t m þ gt m

K
X
e ðe
kÞ
g kk t m
:
e
k¼k

(3)
Then, the optimal value function
is the maximum
expected long-term reward of all candidate dispatch decisions, i.e.,





 ðkÞ ðkÞ
S ;U ;p ;
(4)
Q m S ðkÞ ; U ðkÞ , max E QðkÞ mS
p
Qm ðÞ

which fulfills the Bellman equation [15] for iterative learning
S ðkÞ ; U ðkÞ Þ ¼
as: Qm ðS




0
0  ðkÞ
ðkÞ
;
(5)
þ
g
max
Q
ð
S
;
U
Þ
S
;
U
ES 0 t ðkÞ
m
m

U0

where S 0 and U 0 represent the given state and action of subsequent step ðk þ 1Þ. Note that vehicles with the same spatiotemporal states are considered homogeneous. In other
words, vehicles in the same zone and step (time interval)
share the same coordination policy and value function. Due
to the difficulty of specifying the sophisticated long-term
value Q, we design a spatio-temporal deep capsule network
as the Q-network (Section 4) to store policy p.

2.3 System Framework & Flow
Fig. 5 overviews the STRide’s system design with two
phases: offline learning and online coordination. The entire system consists of following 3 major components:
1) Feature Extraction & Processing: Given the MOD data of
rides from mobile apps and other external factors from the
MOD (online) environment (Section 3.1), STRide first
extracts features, structuring the batched data into states S
as Eq. (1) for ease of the following offline emulation and
model learning. The historical (offline learning) and real-time
(online coordination) external knowledge can be obtained via
weather station records or Internet [16].
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Fig. 5. The system framework of STRide.

2) Learning Emulator: In our RL design, the emulator [6],
[15] provides the offline and emulated environment derived
from real-world rides data and the city map for model training. Its design (Section 3.2) accounts for the ride preferences
and the contextual scope for each individual vehicle. Meanwhile, STRide finds the estimated time of arrival (ETA) for
each matching or dispatching transit. Note that the emulator can be cold-started by several episodes of rides without
STRide’s coordination. Historical rides can also be fed for
offline learning to train an initial model of STRide.
3) STRide Model: The environment states, the agent’s coordination actions and resultant rewards at each step are used to
train our deep capsule network model (Section 4.2) for policy
learning, minimizing the Q estimation loss. During model
training, the emulator is reset given each episode of rides data,
while the model is updated w.r.t. each learning step k.
After taking multiple steps, the reinforcement learning
module (double DQN in our prototype) in STRide learns the
coordination policy, and the STRide model is returned for
the next episode. The offline learning ends when all episodes
of data are examined. The learned capsule network returns
the enhanced policy and actions for online coordination, e.g.,
routing vacant vehicles to destinations via mobile apps.

3

DATA-DRIVEN LEARNING EMULATOR

Given the above concepts and system, we first present the
data sets in Section 3.1 and then describe the design of the
learning emulator in Section 3.2, followed by the emulation
process in Section 3.3.

3.1 Data Sets for Analytics & Evaluation
Our emulator is built for data analytics and performance evaluation based on the following five large-scale MOD datasets:




Uber, NYC [20]: The ride sharing data of Uber in New
York City (NYC), June 2015, contains a total of
2,816,895 rides covering the area of [40.60 N, 40.90
N, -74.04 W, -73.75 W].
Yellow Taxis, NYC [21]: The ride data of Yellow Taxis
in May 2016 contains 11,588,760 rides, their pick-up/
drop-off locations and timestamps. According to
recent data-driven studies [22], taxis share many
similar characteristics with ride-sharing/ride-hailing
vehicles (e.g., demand market, service coverage and
trip length), making this feasible for mobility-ondemand study.

Fig. 6. Illustration of external factors & processing for E in our prototype
(total 16 dimensions).



Didi, Chengdu, China [23]: The ride sharing data provided by Didi Chuxing [23], contains a total of
6,744,508 rides covering the area of [30.65 N, 30.73
N, 104.04 W, 104.13 W] (with pick-up/drop-off
locations and timestamps) from the city of Chengdu,
Sichuan Province, China in November 2016.
 Car2go, Turin, Italy: The ride data of the ride-sharing
service provider called Car2Go [24] contain 122,017
rides from September 1st to November 1st, 2017,
their pick-up/drop-off locations in the City of Turin,
Italy, covering the area of [45.1895 N, 45.0109 N,
7.7318 W, 7.6052 W].
 Taxis, Chicago, IL: The ride data of the taxis [25] contain 6,340,651 rides from March 1st to June 30th in
2016, their pick-up/drop-off locations and timestamps in the city of Chicago, IL, covering the area of
[41.6446 N, 42.0229 N, -87.9395 W, -87.5245 W].
For each of these datasets, we also include local weather
[26], weekday/weekend and festivals/events as the external
factors (E) in the model, as summarized in Fig. 6. We also
obtain the road network (street center lines) from OpenStreetMap (OSM) [27].

3.2 Design of Comprehensive Learning Emulator
Based on the above data sets, in order for STRide to comprehensively train and evaluate the learned coordination
policy model, we design and implement a data-driven learning platform that emulates the real-world MOD platform.
By feeding real-world historical MOD rides to the learning
emulator, STRide can model the spatio-temporal interactions between supplies and demands, and find a better policy reflecting a practical setting. The operation of the MOD
agent (coordinator) is driven by its actual ride requests and
the demand-supply forecast, and updates the state when a
pick-up/request or drop-off/arrival event takes place.
Our emulator is designed with the following
considerations.
a) Contextual setting: A driver usually focuses on her/his
neighborhood observations or contexts for ease of (re)location.
The relocation policy for each vehicle is made fine-grained by
cropping and padding (zeros) [28] in the heatmap frames in S
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Fig. 7. Illustration of contextual scopes describing S , and action spaces
U of vehicles v1 and v2 .

such that the local scope S m of each vm (i.e., the observed contexts in its neighborhood) is centered around its current zone.
This way, STRide can learn the coordination policy based on
each vehicle’s neighborhood observations.
This also reflects the drivers’ tendency in (re)locating to
nearby zones (the search scope can be determined by surveying drivers [29] and customizing the platform) for less
time/fuel consumption. STRide will also pay less computation overhead. At step k, we find the contextual scopes of
M ðkÞ available vehicles from the global state S ðkÞ in Eq. (2).
The state of each vehicle m to be dispatched is
 ðkÞ ðkÞ ðkÞ ðkÞ 
S ðkÞ
m ¼ Dm ; Am ; Vm ; Em :

(6)

ðkÞ
ðkÞ
ðkÞ
Each of DðkÞ
into a subm , Am and Vm is cropped from S
0
0
0
frame of smaller size Llon  Llat (Llon < Llon and L0lat < Llat ),
and centered at m’s current zone like U m . EðkÞ
m is an
ðLext þ 2Þ-D vector consisting of Lext external factors and
vm ’s current 2-D location.
Using the above learning, STRide captures more finegrained market features in vehicles’ specific scopes instead
of looking at a single heatmap frame, and reduces the computation overhead. Fig. 7 illustrates two examples of the
contextual scopes (each is 3  3). The background heatmap
(5  5) represents the spatial distribution of Q in a certain
step. We also show the action spaces (with dispatching
arrows; size may differ from S m ) of vehicles 1 and 2. One
may also impose a map constraint layer upon U m , by forcing
the rewards associated with some dml ’s outside service
zones to be inaccessible (masked) by the vehicles (say, v2 at
the peripheral of Fig. 7). This way, the area outside our target service zones will not be considered for coordination,
thus avoiding unnecessary computation.
In a sequential learning setting [15], we consider all idle
vehicles sequentially determine where to relocate to. Each
vehicle considers all other peers’ present status, while its
dispatch decision is independent of the peers’ next moves/
actions [30]. In state S ðkÞ
m , vm ’s relocation to a neighboring
ðkÞ
ðkþ1Þ
observation
zone dml at step k leads to a subsequent S m
ðkÞ
and an instant reward t m . Then, a transition sample HðkÞ of
consecutive states at k and ðk þ 1Þ is given by



ðkÞ
ðkþ1Þ ðkÞ
; tm ;
HðkÞ ¼ S ðkÞ
m ; dml ; S m

(7)

which is stored in the experience replay O and resampled for
further training of STRide model in Section 4.
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b) Multi-objective ride reward function: For each vehicle,
STRide accounts for the platform profitability (in proportion
to the vehicle’s earning), service coverage and configuration
cost in characterizing the agent’s reward function. Intuitively,
more rewards are expected if more ride fares are earned and
less time of dispatching/idle driving is consumed.
To accommodate this, we consider for each vm in the kth
step two critical perspectives: earning score PmðkÞ in terms of
fulfilled rides and revenues, and the relocation cost FmðkÞ
related to dispatching and idle driving time (and fuel consumption). We adopt the vehicle-wise reward function since
in practice each driver of the MOD or ride sharing platform
have a smartphone app (like the component shown in the
bottom left of Fig. 5) which updates with service and demand
status. Each driver can access the knowledge of the platform
and the imbalance between the passenger demand and their
peer supply, and then make their decisions to fulfill their
pursuits of profits. This way, each driver’s incentive can be
further reflected, which has been discussed in [18], [19].
Then, vm ’s reward at step k is defined as the sum of earning scores minus the relocation costs in a window of w steps,
i.e.,
t ðkÞ
m ,

k
X

e
k¼kw

e
e
aPmðkÞ  FmðkÞ ;

(8)

where a > 0 is an adjustable parameter. In our prototype,
we empirically set w ¼ 15. In other words, the more pick-up
revenues and the less relocation time and fuel consumption,
the higher reward a vehicle could achieve. The earning score
PmðkÞ is defined as the weighted sum of serviced ride fares
among the zones based on the historical ride preferences
vði; jÞ’s, i.e.,
PmðkÞ ,

R X
R 
X

TðkÞ ði; jÞ  eij ;
m

(9)

i¼1 j¼1




where TðkÞ
m ði; jÞ represents the number of actual rides from
zones i to j provided by vm , and eij is the resultant earning.
In our emulator prototype, the driver revenue or ride fare is
set as
eij ¼ a  dij þ b;

a > 0;

b > 0;

(10)

where a is the unit price w.r.t. distance dij and b is the base
price (our prototype uses the local ride rates [20], [23]).
c) Ride preference & zone-to-zone connectivity: The drivers
and passengers usually have frequent travel patterns among
zones due to their commute routes and ride preferences.
Fig. 8 shows the ride distributions Tði; jÞ’s from start to destination zones during two different time periods of a day
according to Didi Chengdu. Intensive morning flows (warmer
colors) among central and business city zones (indexed by 1 to
6 and 10) can be observed in Fig. 8a, while Fig. 8b shows more
flows among suburban city zones at night, indicating the spatio-temporal change of MOD commute routes and ride preferences. In coordinating the MOD vehicles, ignoring such ride
tendency in coordination policy learning may discourage the
drivers and passengers, resulting in profit loss of the MOD
service. Therefore, we design a weighting scheme within
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Fig. 8. Ride distributions across zones (Nov 1, 2016; Didi): (a) 06:00 – 12:00; (b) 18:00 – 24:00. For ease of visualization, the Chengdu map is discretized into 45 rectangular zones based on local information.

STRide to account for the effect of historical spatio-temporal
ride preference [12], [31].
Considering the MOD network G connecting the zones Z
with rides T, inspired by the first-order proximity in network
embedding [31], we design a ride preference metric vði; jÞ for
rides Tði; jÞ between zi and zj as
vði; jÞ ,

1
;
1 þ exp ~
cij  ~
cji

(11)

where the relative proportion of rides ~
cij is defined as a vector
of
"
#
jTði; jÞj
jTði; jÞj
~
; 1  PR
:
(12)
cij , PR
k¼1;k6¼i jTði; kÞj
k¼1;k6¼i jTði; kÞj
That is, the more rides recorded between zi and zj , the higher
vði; jÞ, indicating a stronger connectivity between the two
zones.
We incorporate the above ride tendency of zones into
STRide’s formulation, not relying only upon individuallyaggregated demand values. Our prototype discretizes each
day into four 6-hour periods, and aggregates rides of the
same period for different sets of vði; jÞ’s. Then, to calculate
FmðkÞ , we consider in Eq. (8) the relocation travel time Gði; jÞ,
and the recent weight vði; jÞ between zi and zj belonging to
the same historical periods (say, 06:00 – 12:00 of the same
weekday in its preceding week), and find the weighted sum of
FmðkÞ ,

R X
R
X
bGði; jÞ
i¼1 j¼1

vði; jÞ

;

(13)

where b > 0 is the unit cost related to the relocation time or
petrol prices [32] (say, a subsidy rate by the MOD platform for
dispatching [33]). Rides starting and ending within the same
zone, i.e., when i ¼ j, are also considered within Eq. (11).
vði; jÞ’s, as the soft margins, help differentiate and cluster
different pairs of zones. In other words, STRide de-emphasizes the relocation cost between zones with high ride preferences and connectivities. The inner-rebalancing actions are
encouraged within these closely-connected zones, better
matching the MOD zone preferences as in Fig. 8. Relocating
between such highly-connected zones is more likely to generate more pick-up opportunities and much inner demandsupply balance, thus reducing idle driving times in future.
Given the above considerations, the travel preference is

incorporated within the reward function modeling, achieving more fine-grained MOD coordination.
d) Estimated time of arrivals: For fine-grained evaluation,
the learning emulator also calculates the estimated travel
time between two locations for characterizing: (1) the time
of travel from current location to destination when passengers are served (shown in Fig. 12); (2) the time of passenger
wait if vehicles and certain passengers are matched; and (3)
the time of idle driving if vehicles are dispatched to another
location for potential requests.
Specifically, we implement a random forest regression [34]
to estimate the travel time ETAm between one location to
another given the input vector of start/end location coordinates, length of the shortest path between them, day of a week
and hour/minute of a day belonging to the start time. The
length of interim road segments during the vehicle’s travel
are derived from OSM [27]. Our ETA model achieves a mean
error of 2.7 min over 30,000 validation rides from all datasets
(10,000 each). Despite our focus on designing a coordination
framework, other more advanced models for ETAs [35], [36],
[37] can also be integrated for better performance.

3.3 Emulation Process
Fig. 9 illustrates the time line inside the MOD emulation process. Each episode consists of multiple learning steps. In each
step, STRide takes in the new MOD requests derived from historical records. Given current vehicle status, STRide finds
the nearest driver–passenger matching, and updates the
vacant vehicle status. Then, STRide proactively conducts dispatching of the remaining idle ones towards zones of potential
demands based on the core Q-network. If a dispatching/
occupied vehicle arrives at its destination before another
request comes, it automatically becomes vacant and stays
there for the next coordination. After a pick-up, the vehicle
arrives at the destination in the actual time of the ride record.
After each step, STRide summarizes the rewards and vehicle
distribution for next-step model training. In the vehicle emulation, the online/offline operations and the self-movements
of each vehicle (driver) are also fed to determine the available

Fig. 9. MOD emulation process in one learning step of an episode.
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vehicles for redistribution and pick-up in different city zones,
which reflects the practical settings in the MOD platform
[19]. Algorithm 1 summarizes this MOD emulation process.
To balance between the learned policy (maximization in
Eq. (5)) and space exploration, STRide dispatches the
vehicles based on the -greedy mechanism [15]. Specifically,
if the selected random variable is greater than a preset
threshold  2 ð0; 1Þ, a vehicle is sent to the zone with maximum Q, or will otherwise randomly explore one of the
reachable zones in U as its destination.

Algorithm 1. Emulation Process in STRide
Input: Rides T, external factors E, ETA model eta_mod.
Output: Updated Agent and environment Env.
1: Agent.reset(T, E); /* Initialization of the
agent */
2: for k in range(K) do
/* (1) Matching
*/
3: DðkÞ
load_rides(T, k);
4: M 0
min(len(DðkÞ ), M); /* Feasible matched
number
*/
5: for vm , DðkÞ ½l in nearest_neighbors(AðkÞ , DðkÞ , M 0 ) do
6:
if dist(vm , DðkÞ ½l ) < REJ_DIST then
7:
ETAm
eta_mod(vm , DðkÞ ½l ) /* Waiting
*/
8:
Env:Matchðvm ; DðkÞ ½l ; ETAm Þ;
9:
AðkÞ
Env:UpdateðAðkÞ Þ;
10:
end
11: end
/* (2) Dispatching
*/
b
12: fdg
Agent:get actionðDðkÞ ; AðkÞ ; VðkÞ ; EÞ;
b do
13: for vbm , dbml in fdg
14:
ETAm
eta_mod(b
vm , dbml ); /* Reloc. time
*/
15:
Env.Assign(b
vm , dbml , ETAm ); /* Dispatch
assign
*/
16:
AðkÞ
Env:UpdateðAðkÞ Þ; /* Update of
vehicles
*/
17: end
18: end

4

CAPSULE-BASED COORDINATION LEARNING

Given the above emulator and settings, we first present the
motivations of our capsule network design in Section 4.1,
followed by the structures of the spatio-temporal coordination learning in Section 4.2.

4.1 Motivations
Characterizing Q, the relationship between states, actions
and long-term values, is essential for STRide to decide on
the best coordination policy p while adapting to the environment. Due to the complexity of large-scale MOD networks, it
is often difficult to specify the mapping representation. Furthermore, the inherent relationship dynamically changes
over the time. Therefore, we design a novel spatio-temporal
capsule neural network as the deep Q-network [6] within
STRide, dynamically capturing and learning Qm ðS m ; U m Þ.
That is, given state observations of S m , we want to (i) accurately predict the future distribution of Qm values which has
the same dimensions as U m , and then (ii) determine the better
neighborhood for coordination using -greedy scheme.
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There are usually long-term coordination effect and
multi-level periodicity that cannot be easily learned by conventional scalar-based models like convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [4], where two linked neurons of consecutive
layers communicate simply with a scalar. To address this,
we propose the use of capsule-based Q-network for more
comprehensive MOD coordination learning. A capsule is a
structured group of neurons [5], and many capsules can be
grouped together in one layer. A link between two capsules
in consecutive layers becomes a vector. Such vectorized
(instead of scalar) representation of data is propagated
between layers. Hence, more comprehensive ride patterns,
including spatial co-existence of multiple demand surges
during rush hours or rainy days, are captured with the vector representation as instantiated entities [38], thus yielding
better coordination performance than the learning mechanism based on conventional CNNs [18].
Specifically, the vector-based capsule network characterizes observations of the input environment (i.e., distributions
of demands, vehicle availability, and all vehicles) through
the instantiation of the zones. For the image processing, capsules have been proposed to leverage the high-dimensional
coincidence filtering [38], where a target object can be identified via agreement between the votes for the relative spatial
relationship. In our formulation, we model the series of
measurements on demand (pick-ups D), supply (available
vehicles A) and the vehicle distributions V into time sequences of spatial heatmap images for Q-values. Therefore, like
image processing, zones with have concurrent surges in the
above distributions are structured together as instances and
captured by the vectors of neurons. Conventional scalarbased networks cannot characterize these and hence degrade
performance in the spatio-temporal scenarios.

4.2 Structures of Spatio-Temporal
Coordination Learning
Fig. 10 illustrates the processing structures of the main and
external state features, as detailed below.
a) Main spatial
features fD;
 A; Vg: Given the input heat
ðkÞ
ðkÞ
;
A
;
V
map frames, DðkÞ
m
m
m , the core deep neural network
in STRide captures the spatial relationship between states,
actions and rewards. Specifically, a fine-grained capsule
network takes in the vehicle’s 2-D state representation, and
returns the estimated Q-values, denoted as Qmain , w.r.t. the
2-D action space U m .
We further illustrate the basic structures and learning
process of capsule network in STRide. Specifically,
given

ðkÞ
ðkÞ
processed from
the input heatmap Xinput ¼ DðkÞ
m ; Am ; Vm
state S ðkÞ
m , the capsule network consists of four sequential
major components, i.e.,
X1 ¼ Conv Xinput ; X2 ¼ PCðX1 Þ;
X3 ¼ OCðX2 Þ; Q main ¼ ConvðX3 Þ;

(14)

where the first and fourth two-dimensional convolutional
layers (Conv) are used for transformation between the physical heatmap frames (scalar-based) and hidden capsule layers
(vector-based), Primary Capsule (PC) and Output Capsule (OC).
In our implementation, each capsule contains a structured
group of neurons reshaped and regrouped from convolutional layers [5]. Each cuboid in PC/OC of Fig. 10, as a capsule,
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Fig. 10. Core module of spatio-temporal capsule-based Q-network characterizing and predicting the distributions of rewards.

corresponds to a group of convolutional units or neurons
(each neuron as a dimension is with a 9  9 kernel and a stride
of 2 in our prototype). Specifically, PC is comprised of N PC
C PC -D capsules, while OC is made of N OC C OC -D capsules. The
input Conv layer has N in C in  C in convolutional kernel filters, while the output one has N out C out  C out filters.
Fig. 11 shows the training/learning process of the capsule network in STRide. In a nutshell, the parameters of
STRide’s capsules, consisting of traditional neuron weights
and additional capsule probabilities, are propagated and
refined between the layers of PC and OC. Specifically, let uij
be the logarithm prior probability captured by a preceding
capsule i in PC and its succeeding peer j in OC. A softmax
function [28] is then applied upon the uij ’s, returning the
coupling coefficient fij (normalized) as
expðuij Þ
:
fij ¼ P
l expðu il Þ

(15)

uij ’s capture the strengths of vehicle distributions in the
map.
Similarly to the traditional neuron structure, the capsule
network also has the weight coefficient across capsules i and
j, denoted as Cij , learned through the conventional backpropagation algorithm [28]. All coefficients thus form an
N PC  N OC weight matrix C. For each succeeding capsule j,
let qi be the ride prediction vector returned from a preceding
peer i in PC. The propagated vector from capsules i to j,
denoted as qjji , is given by the product of neural network
weights Cij and prediction vectors qi , i.e.,
qjji ¼ Cij qi ;

Fig. 11. Illustration of routing-by-agreement in STRide’s capsules.

(16)

is then fed to capsule j as a weighted average by fij ’s, i.e.,
X
ej ¼
fij qjji :
(17)
i

A routing-by-agreement between capsules [5] is used to
differentiate the vectors by their strengths of mutual agreement. Capsule training can then be regarded as extracting
and refining the active routes from a preceding capsule layer
(PC) to a succeeding one (OC). An active route across layers
means a specific coordination strategy with certain zones,
as an entity, is “memorized”, while a deactivated one represents that the unimportant connections can be “forgotten”.
Specifically, a squash function oj ðÞ is applied first upon ej
to characterize its length [5], which is given by
oj ðej Þ ,

kej k2
2

1 þ kej k



ej
:
kej k

(18)

In other words, an increase in the vector length of the spatial
ride distribution saturates the output towards one, which is
identified and captured by the capsule network.
The logarithm prior probabilities uij are updated with the
product of prediction qjji and adjustment oj ðej Þ, i.e.,
uij

uij þ qjji  oj ðej Þ:

(19)

The resultant uij is returned to Eq. (15) for another routing
iteration. Via routing-by-agreement, STRide finds the vectors with higher agreement, preserving the ride correlations
across zones.
b) External temporal features E: Inclusion of E further augments the capsule network in handling temporal ride dynamics, leading to a spatio-temporal formulation. This way,
STRide can capture better the multi-level periodicity in the
market dynamics.
Due to E’s lower dimension than vehicle and passenger
distributions, we form it into a vector of the external features, and design a fully-connected neural network (Dense)
to learn the coordination. Specifically, the sequential model
with two layers of dense/fully-connected networks (with
respective output dimensions C1Den and C2Den ) and subsequent ReLU activation functions [28] is given by
E1 ¼ Dense Einput ; E2 ¼ ReLUðE1 Þ;
E3 ¼ DenseðE2 Þ; Q ext ¼ ReshapeðReLUðE3 ÞÞ:
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where the final output Q ext is reshaped from a vector back to
2-D matrix w.r.t. the vehicle’s action space U m .
E is processed as in Fig. 6. Note that considering the temporal continuity of weather records in E (temperature,
wind-speed, etc.), STRide leverages data from the last
learning step (k) as the external inputs of the next (k þ 1).
STRide is also generic enough to be integrated with other
more advanced weather forecast models [16].
Finally, the estimated Q-value function w.r.t. each state
and action is given by merging Qmain and Qext , i.e.,
b ¼ Qmain þ Q ext :
Q

(21)

Then, in coordination STRide finds the zone with the maxib for dispatching (subject to -greedy in
mum Q-value in Q
Section 2.2). The set of parameters to be trained, denoted as
V , is hence made of parameters contributing to Q main (including Cij ’s and uij ’s) and those neuron weights for Qext .
Further learning approximates the inherent and sophisticated mapping function as closely as possible without specifying the representation. While in this prototype we adopt
the double deep Q-network (Double DQN) [6], which is
detailed in the supplemental material, which can be found
on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.
ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TKDE.2020.2992565,
STRide can be easily extended to other reinforcement
learning methods or mechanisms (evaluated in Section 5).
In summary, STRide model enables: (1) joint prediction
and decision: the model simultaneously forecasts the zone
demand-supply gap, and determines those with higher values for enhanced coordination; (2) self-adaptation: the model
can be dynamically updated with new input data, adapting
to urbanization and road network changes; (3) computational
efficiency: once the model is learned, an action decision can be
made efficiently given the fast propagation of state inputs
through neural network layers.

5

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Given the datasets in Section 3.1, we first describe the experimental settings in Section 5.1, and then present the results
in Section 5.2.

5.1 Experimental Settings
Comparison Schemes. We compare STRide with the following typical algorithms:





CRL: an online learning framework [39] leveraging the
conventional convolutional neural network (CNN) for
reinforced coordination policy learning [18].
NRL: an online learning leveraging the three-layer
dense neural network for reinforced coordination
policy learning [40].
L&P, a sequential decision-making and optimization
algorithm, realizing learning and planning [30], [41]
for order dispatch.
CONT: a conventional model-based approach, formulating a traffic control problem [42] to find the
dispatching and matching strategy based on the
demand-supply balancing model. The complex city
network is simplified for ease of model specification.
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Fig. 12. Travel time.



MRL: a multi-agent reinforcement learning method [9]
for ride sharing dispatching and matching.
 GD: a heuristic vehicle dispatching without optimizing or learning the ride dynamics. MOD vehicles are
greedily dispatched towards zones with the highest
demand-supply imbalances [22], [42].
We also compare in the sensitivity studies the performance variation by replacing the capsule module in STRide
with neural network (NN) and convolutional neural network
(settings of the NN/CNN layers follow [18], [40]), which are
denoted as w/ NN and w/ CNN, respectively. We have also
studied the performance with Asynchronous Advantage
Actor-Critic (A3C) [43], deep Q-network (DQN), dueling
double deep Q-network (Dueling DQN), which are denoted
as w/ A3C, w/ DQN, and w/ Duel DQN, respectively. For
A3C we adopt 10 actor-learners or workers. All evaluated
schemes (detailed parameter settings can be referred to their
work) use the same rides data, the module for estimated
time of arrival (travel time data of NYC Taxi, Didi and
Car2Go are shown in Fig. 12) and learning emulator settings.
We then comparatively evaluate the performance based on
the following metrics:


Profits (platform): characterizes the overall profitability of the platform. In our experiment, we show the
mean platform profit (fulfilled ride revenues subtracted by relocation subsidies on fuel costs [9]) w.r.t.
each step, and normalize the values by global maximum of each dataset.
 Idle driving time (driver): is the time when the vehicle
is not occupied but still incurs the driving costs. Note
that in practice, the resultant costs including gasoline
and wear of vehicles also incur higher subsidies paid
by the platform inside a step. We show its mean (in
minute) w.r.t. each driver before a pick-up.
 Rejection rate (platform): the number of rejects due to
unavailability of vehicles nearby versus that of the
total requests. We present the mean rejection rate
w.r.t. the step.
 Waiting time (passenger): time between the event that
a request is accepted and that the matched vehicle
picks up the passenger. We show the mean (in minute) w.r.t. each matched request.
 Coordination time (platform): the computation time of
each online decision for MOD request matching and
vehicle dispatching, characterizing computation overhead and deployment efficiency. Specifically, we
show the mean coordination time (in second) w.r.t. the
step.
We have implemented the framework of STRide as
well as its learning environment in python/tensorflow, and
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Fig. 13. Number of routings (Uber).

the models of STRide and other state-of-the-arts are trained and evaluated upon a desktop server with Intel
i7-8700K 3.70 GHz, 16 GB RAM and Nvidia GTX 1080Ti with
11 GB DDR5.
Parameters: Unless otherwise stated, we use the following
parameters by default. In the learning emulator, we empirically set total number of vehicles M = 8,000, a = 1.0, b = 0.3
and  = 0.1. The total number of episodes is set to 12, while
each of them lasts for 30 hours. Each step lasts for 30 min. We
consider that a rejection happens if the distance between a
request and the nearest vacant vehicle is greater than 5.0 km.
For Uber/Taxis, a ¼ 5 and b ¼ 3; for Didi/Car2Go, a ¼ 5 and
b ¼ 1. The platform revenues are 20 percent of the ride fares,
and the subsidies are 20 percent of the relocation costs based
on the surveys in [2], [22], [33]. The city map is partitioned
into Llon  Llat ¼ 219  219 zones (rectangular shapes are
adjusted according to OSM map accessibility), while each
vehicle is considered to move in its neighborhood of 15  15
zones (U m ). Each vehicle’s scope is set L0lon  L0lat ¼ 23  23.
In the core Q-network, we set each layer of the spatio-temporal capsule network as follows: N PC ; C PC ¼ ð8; 8Þ, N OC ;
N in ; C in ¼ ð64; 9Þ,
N out ; C out ¼ ð64; 6Þ
C OC ¼ ð8; 50Þ,
(each Conv has a stride of 1 and ReLU activation) for main feature components in Fig. 10; C1Den ; C2Den ¼ ð10; 152 Þ for the
rest components handling the 18 external features (Lext ¼ 16
and 2-D location in E as in Fig. 6).

5.2 Experimental Results
With the above settings, we present the experimental results.
Module & Sensitivity Analysis. Taking NYC Uber as an
example, we first show the performance variation of STRide
w.r.t. the settings of several important design parameters
(other datasets are left out here due to space limit). Note that
we take the first 48 hours out of all one-month rides for the
parameter and system validation, while the rest of them are
used for evaluation/testing.
Number of Iterative Routings. Fig. 13 shows the mean rejection rate and mean training time per step (in s) w.r.t. the number of iterative routings in STRide (Section 4.2). Involvement

Fig. 14. Components (Uber).

Fig. 15. Training loss (Uber).

of more routings by agreement may lead to better extraction
of important ride features, at the cost of longer training time.
Meanwhile, the extractable features tend to decrease, leading
to the diminishing returns in the rejection rate improvement.
Therefore, to balance these, we choose 5 routings in our prototype study.
Ride Preference/External Factors. Fig. 14 shows STRide’s normalized profits without one of ride preference (pre), external
factors (ext) and contextual scope (cont), and the complete
model with all components. Introducing ride preferences helps
STRide relocate vehicles across popular zones with strong
connectivities, thus enhancing the probability of picking up
more passengers and making resultant profits. Inclusion of
auxiliary factors like wind speed, temperature and weather
conditions related to MOD rides help STRide capture more
intrinsic routines in the spatio-temporal ride distribution,
hence achieving more profits than that without external
knowledge. The contextual scope helps STRide to better capture the observations around each vehicle’s neighborhood.
Training Loss. We also show in Fig. 15 the model learning
loss of STRide and CRL w.r.t. the number of steps based on
the validation data. Without a comprehensive learning
structure, CRL’s training curve easily diverges due to the
complexity in metropolitan MOD network dynamics.
Thanks to more comprehensive capsule network structures
that combine different influential factors, STRide outperforms CRL with better learning capability. We also show
the loss of STRide w/ NN and w/ CNN as comparison,
from which we can observe that our capsule designs help
STRide have a better convergence than NN and CNN. We
have conducted convergence experiments upon the datasets
of other MOD platforms (other similar results are omitted
due to space limit). Further theoretical studies will be considered is part of our future work.
Change of Q-Network Modules. We further compare in Fig. 16
the performance—in terms of profits and waiting time—of
STRide with the spatio-temporal capsule network (w/ Cap),
the one with deep neural network (w/ DNN), and the one
with convolutional neural network (w/ CNN). Using the proposed capsule network, STRide better characterizes the relationship between the states, actions and the long-term values.
Without capsule’s vectorization, NN-based and CNN-based
Q-networks cannot capture the spatial dependencies of the
close and distant zones. Therefore, one can observe that
STRide w/ Cap outperforms other settings, yielding more
profits and shorter waiting time (by often more than 28
and 13 percent improvements, respectively, in our test).
Change of Reward Functions. Taking NYC Taxi as an example, we compare the coordination performance of STRide
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Fig. 16. Performance comparison of w/ Cap, w/ CNN & w/ NN.
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Fig. 19. Performance comparison of STRide with double DQN, DQN,
dueling DQN and A3C.

TABLE 2
Mean Profits (Normalized) for the Five Datasets
Schemes NYC Uber NYC Taxi Chengdu Didi Turin Car2Go Chicago Taxi

Fig. 17. CDFs: waiting time.

Fig. 18. CDFs: idle driving time.

with and without the reward function designs in Section 3.2.
In particular, we compare in Figs. 17 and 18, respectively,
the waiting time and idle driving time distributions of
STRide with and without the weighted design (denoted as
w/ Pre and w/o Pre) of Eq. (13). These two metrics specify the
quality of the MOD services. We can observe that inclusion
of ride preference better steers the MOD vehicles towards
the connected zones, thus benefiting both passengers and
drivers by reducing the waiting and idle driving time
(respectively by 17.21 and 45.52 percent in our test).
Change of Reinforcement Learning Methods. By changing the
reinforcement learning mechanisms within STRide, we
show in Fig. 19 the performance comparison of double
DQN with DQN, dueling DQN and A3C, in terms of mean
profits and waiting time. We can observe that double DQN
outperforms DQN in terms of the mean profits. The performances of double DQN and dueling DQN are close to
each other since the learned MOD features suffice to maintain good coordination performance based on the dataset.
One can also see that the coordination performance of A3C
compared with double DQN may vary with data sets
mainly because A3C focuses on lightweight learning, but

CRL
NRL
L&P
CONT
MRL
GD
STRide

0.4235
0.4060
0.3780
0.1461
0.5420
0.1354
0.7413

0.5847
0.3415
0.3554
0.2917
0.6462
0.2267
0.7665

0.4199
0.3909
0.3055
0.2718
0.4993
0.2547
0.6799

0.4871
0.4519
0.4116
0.3520
0.5087
0.3119
0.5925

0.4926
0.4301
0.4071
0.3567
0.5318
0.2466
0.7333

does not necessarily improve the learning performance.
Also, note that our focus is on the spatial and temporal
learning framework for coordination.
Platform Profitability, Efficiency & Service Quality. Given
aforementioned sensitivity studies, we further present the
performance of our trained model with evaluation data.
Profits & Efficiency. Table 2 shows the mean profit (normalized w.r.t. each dataset) of STRide in comparison with other
state-of-the-arts. The schemes like L&P and CONT may not
fully capture the spatial-temporal complexity in MOD ride
flows. STRide is shown to achieve much higher rewards
(often by more than 30 percent) than other schemes. The
advanced spatio-temporal capsule network helps STRide
accurately capture the dynamic imbalance between demands
and supplies. With step-by-step loss minimization, the RL
framework in STRide proactively finds a coordination policy with more pick-ups and less relocation effort, yielding
more profits for the MOD platforms.
Taking the large-scale NYC taxi as an example, we show
the CDFs of computation time in Fig. 20. Due to the fast
weight propagation across the layers, STRide achieves much
better computational efficiency than other more sophisticated
control and heuristic mechanisms, which is essential for realtime coordination.
Taking Chengdu Didi as an example, we further show
in Fig. 21 the temporal profits of STRide during a day (of
24 hours) compared to CRL. The dynamics of temporal
rewards also reflect the relation between supplies and
demands during the rush hours.
We also show in Fig. 22 the MOD demand-supply dynamics over the time in a business zone of Chengdu. We plot the
relative gap when demand surpasses supply there, and
show that the state values (Q) grow with the gap, meaning
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TABLE 3
Mean Idle Driving Time (Min) for the Five Datasets
Schemes NYC Uber NYC Taxi Chengdu Didi Turin Car2Go Chicago Taxi
CRL
NRL
L&P
CONT
MRL
GD
STRide

Fig. 20. Online coordination overhead, NYC Taxi.

4.45
7.09
9.44
11.46
4.41
12.09
2.87

3.65
4.85
6.74
9.2
3.63
11.07
2.38

4.22
6.74
9.36
9.61
3.85
11.72
2.69

3.83
3.93
4.29
5.10
3.63
9.88
2.94

4.35
5.43
6.48
9.93
4.35
11.49
3.34

TABLE 4
Mean Rejection Rates for the Five Datasets
Schemes NYC Uber NYC Taxi Chengdu Didi Turin Car2Go Chicago Taxi
CRL
NRL
L&P
CONT
MRL
GD
STRide

0.2172
0.2201
0.2900
0.2863
0.2063
0.2925
0.1376

0.1941
0.2019
0.2201
0.2413
0.2022
0.2705
0.1162

0.1617
0.2172
0.2262
0.2616
0.1880
0.2689
0.0863

0.2036
0.2081
0.2157
0.2655
0.1912
0.3036
0.1637

0.2389
0.2510
0.2798
0.3078
0.2030
0.3802
0.2020

TABLE 5
Mean Waiting Time (Min) fo the Five Datasets

Fig. 21. Profit dynamics of STRide within a day (Didi).

Schemes NYC Uber NYC Taxi Chengdu Didi Turin Car2Go Chicago Taxi
CRL
NRL
L&P
CONT
MRL
GD
STRide

Fig. 22. Supply-demand dynamics & values within a day (Didi).

the locations are more valuable for relocation. We can also see
that the adapted state values of STRide w/ Cap captures the
dynamic gaps more accurately and proactively than that w/
CNN. The result validates effectiveness and proactiveness of
STRide in learning and coordinating the MOD networks.
Idle Driving Time. Table 3 shows that a shorter average
idle driving time (min) w.r.t. the five datasets. It is due
mainly to the highly accurate Q-value approximation
within STRide, capturing the spatio-temporal relations
among states, actions and consequent rewards. Less idle
driving may also lead to less subsidies and costs from the
MOD platform owner, enhancing its overall profitability.
For NYC, taxis may show shorter idle travels due to more
demands recorded than the Uber cars (Section 3.1). On
the other hand, due to smaller city size and population,
the MOD services in Turin may not be as active as New
York City and Chicago, leading to a slightly higher idle
driving time.
Rejection Rate. Table 4 shows the lower mean rejection
rates of the schemes w.r.t. the five different data sets. Thanks
to STRide’s proactive relocation of MOD vehicles, fewer
ride requests are rejected. On the other hand, we can infer

2.80
4.12
3.83
5.23
3.84
5.98
1.70

3.36
4.06
4.60
5.68
3.68
6.68
2.23

3.01
4.55
4.66
6.37
3.42
7.45
2.13

2.12
2.37
3.54
3.96
3.42
4.31
1.97

4.52
4.85
6.55
6.65
4.40
8.44
3.27

that STRide accurately learns the locations of potentially
high demands, and determines proactive dispatch regions
within the rejection distance threshold. Due to a larger service coverage, we observe higher rejection rates from the trials in NYC than in Chengdu.
Waiting Time. Table 5 shows the shorter passenger average waiting time (min) of STRide than other related algorithms. Via more proactive dispatching, the supplies match
demands in time, hence resulting in shorter waits. This
way, the MOD platforms can improve their service quality,
and hence will likely achieve higher passenger satisfaction.
Due to the greater freedom of pick-ups/drop-offs in practice, Uber cars experience a shorter waiting time (15.11 percent shorter, on average, in our test) than taxis in NYC.
Coordination Visualization. To better illustrate the performance, we also qualitatively visualize the state values
(normalized Q) and coordination results by STRide in
Figs. 23 and 24, respectively. Taking NYC Yellow Taxi as
an example, we plot the estimated Q distribution of Manhattan island in Fig. 23, characterizing the expected
demand-supply imbalances. The warmer colors indicate
higher state values for relocation. We also show the resultant out-flows of vacant vehicles dispatched by STRide in
several selected zones there in Fig. 24. The radius of a sector represents the size of the out-flow. We can see that
more MOD vehicles are relocated from the Manhattan
peripherals to midtown due to the significant supply-anddemand imbalance there.
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Fig. 23. Heatmap of visualized state values, NYC Taxi (09:00).

6

DISCUSSION

We briefly discuss the deployment of STRide from the following two perspectives:




7

Single/Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning: We focus
on the spatial and temporal learning of the MOD
systems like Uber and Didi, and hence leverage the
single-agent settings for ease of implementation and
prototyping, especially when we deal with largescale MOD ride flows. We take into account the
neighborhood observations of each vehicle as the contextual scope, thus realizing more fine-grained decision learning. While our work leveraged single-agent
reinforcement learning in the prototype, our core
designs, including the spatio-temporal capsule network, can be easily extended to a multi-agent framework. Specifically, we can consider and model each
individual driver as an agent for the observation and
decision. Possible approaches include probabilistic
modeling of the interactions among the driver
agents [44], as well as hierarchical regional coordination [8], to address scalability problem, which is part
of our future work.
In our experimental studies, we have also investigated STRide upon different reinforced learning
frameworks, showing its adaptability. Despite the
dynamic environments and vehicle-wise rewards,
STRide has been shown to achieve better coordination performance than other schemes, demonstrating
its adaptability and learning capability.
Demands, Requests & Pick-ups: While self-movements
of drivers have been considered in our framework,
there is still room to reflect the practical MOD settings. A passenger’s ride demand may not always
lead to an actual request and subsequent pick-up.
When a potential rider launches the MOD app, her/
his request of a ride may be discouraged by the
surged price [19] or longer waiting time, leading to a
difference of “demand” and pick-up. Due to the
unavailability of the aforementioned data, we did not
formulate the above into the current framework, but
will consider the above scenarios in our future work.

RELATED WORK

Mobility-on-Demand. Driven by increasing vehicular connectivity [45], [46], cloud computing and big data analytics [47],
[48], the emerging online platforms for MOD services, typified by ride-sharing and ride-hailing [49], have recently
attracted significant attention. Various problems, including
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Fig. 24. Visualized relocation flows, NYC Taxi (09:00).

privacy-preserving [50], traffic flow [51], and responses to
dynamic pricing [17], [52], [53], [54] have been investigated
for better MOD services. In contrast, we focused on the
MOD coordination problem which is essential for an MOD
platform, and presented our novel and comprehensive
learning framework.
Transportation Management. Numerous optimization-based
schemes have been proposed [42], [55], [56], including controlbased methodology [51], combinatorial optimization [30], and
queueing theory [57]. Despite the reported promising results,
the optimization-based models are usually difficult to solve
efficiently, particularly for large-scale MOD networks. Furthermore, it is still very challenging to specify beforehand a
generic optimization formulation to accommodate highly
dynamic and uncertain traffic environments.
Powered by exploding big data [58] and facilitating parallelism [7], [59], we have witnessed unprecedented advances
in learning-based transportation management [4], [8], [60],
[61]. Wen et al. [40] conducted preliminary studies upon the
learning-based MOD rebalancing. Lin et al. [9] studied an
RL-based mechanism managing the fleet with scalar-based
neural network. Similarly, Xu et al. [30] explored the order
dispatching, focusing on the sequential dispatch optimization problem. Oda et al. [18] proposed a fleet management
system based on convolutional neural networks, finding the
policy for relocating the connected taxicabs.
Multi-agent reinforcement learning has also been studied
for ride sharing recently. Li et al. [44] studied mean field
multi-agent reinforcement learning for efficient order dispatching. Lin et al. [9] investigated the contextual multiagent reinforcement learning for large-scale management.
Unlike the above-mentioned studies, STRide incorporates several practical aspects, such as the distributed and
contextual vehicle scopes, heatmap frames representing ride
distributions, and external weather/event factors. We have
also designed in STRide a novel capsule-based Q-network
for comprehensive learning. Furthermore, in contrast with
the usual focus on the snapshot of ride distribution [39], [40],
STRide accounts for multi-level complexity, periodicity and
preference in spatio-temporal ride patterns, thus achieving
better performance with the real-world data sets. Albeit
orthogonal to the multi-agent settings, our work can be
adapted further to muli-agent designs to enhance the system
performance and deployability.
Coordination Factors. There are many other internal and
external factors affecting the success of transportation coordination, including social [62], demographic [12], [63], personalization [41], [64], governmental and psychological [53]
perspectives. Despite the challenges to design a complete
coordination model, our spatio-temporal RL mechanism is a
good and comprehensive direction to accommodate the
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above factors. Further mechanism design for incentive-compatible monetary rewards in driver redistribution can also be
referred to other orthogonal works [57], [65], [66].

8

CONCLUSION

We have proposed STRide, a spatio-temporal reinforcement
learning framework for MOD coordination. Given the MOD
ride data, STRide forms a learning emulator for enhanced
coordination policy training, which takes into account the
ride preference, contextual scopes of vehicles, and travel
time. We have designed a spatio-temporal capsule network
in STRide to map the states and dispatch actions towards the
expected future rewards. Spatial distributions of demands
and supplies, and the temporal external factors like events
and weather conditions, are jointly considered. With a structured group of neurons capturing the complex ride correlations, STRide comprehensively learns the improved policies
for the vehicle coordination. We have conducted extensive
data analytics and experimental evaluation on five large-scale
datasets (Uber, Taxis, Car2Go and Didi). STRide is shown to
outperform many other state-of-the-arts, with lower request
rejection rates, shorter waiting time, and higher platform
profitability compared to state-of-the-arts.
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